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Aspect and the Pronominal System of Coeur d'Alene: 

ARe~analysis of Gladys Reichard's Material 

Barbara P. Harris 
• I ~ • : 

1. Introduction 
'{ 

1.1. The purpose of this paper is to revise Gladys Reichard's analysis 
of the pronouns of Coeur d'Alene (cr.), and to relate it to the aspectual 
system of that language. In order to demonstrate these things, it is 
necessary tto examine, the v~t:bmorphology in some detail.,.:: (as the pronouns:" :and,: 
the aspectual affixes of Cr. are an integral part of the verb and closely 
bound to it not only semantically by syntactically. \; 

1.2. When one gets right down to the problem, the pronounse of Cr. turn 
out to be remarkably similar to those of its close neighbour, geographically 
and linguistically; S1,>okane, but ha4 I relied solely on the existing- ~r,~! data 
and not finally compared those forms to the ones given in Carlson's A Grammar 
of Spokan, I might still be working on the analysis. Therefore, a good deal 
of the credit for this paper goes to Barry Carlson, both for allowing me to 
borrowM.s' ,dissertation" and'ior'making several helpful sugge,stions, that at; 
last cleared away the fog in which I was enveloped. 

1.3. The data for this paper is taken entirely fro~Gladys Reichard's 
Coeur D'Alene (1938); my transcription is based on Sloat , with Olle or two 
changes explained below (1. 3.2.). ',' It might be!:useful, before embarking, ,on, " 
the analysis of the 1,>ronominal system, to give the phonemic inventory of 
Cr. 

. . ,;':' .: .r: . '"'; ", i 

1.3.l.Consonants. Reichard lists a few consonants that appear rarely, 
and then mainly (or only) in borrowings. These appear in parentheses on 
the chart: 

;J ~ " I,! .... ~ 
, " .. : 

Labial Alveolar Lateral Palatal Velar Laryngeal 
,,:Fr. ,Bk. 

Stops: t 'C 
.., 'k'" ' ",' 

~ r c qq 
t' " ~ 

.. 
t' C 

P t' ~ ! k'''' q q'" 
(b) d'! '.\' :. • ~ I .... "(J) ::.' :'~;g'~ ", . . ;,.:~.' 

" 

... 
~ x'" ~ x'" h Spirants: s 1 

• . 
(~) 

Resonants: m n r 1 y w R RW 

m' n' r' l' t R'R'w y 

1 Clarence Sloat. "A Skeleton Key to Reichard's Coeur d'Alene Transcriptions," 
Anthropological Linguistics, Vol. 10 (1968) No.5, pp. 8-11 
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, 
Except for the absence of * and the presence of some voiced obstruents, the 
inventory is. almost identical to that of Spokane. 

1.3.2. Vowels. The vowel system presents more difficulties as there is 
a system of vowel harmony or vowel assimilation in Cr. that makes it some
times difficult to determine what the vowels actually should be, especially 
when they are unstressed. However, the system seems to be a basically 
simple one of five vowels: 

i u 
e 0 

a 

1· use these symbols for convenience of typing; /i/ appears as both ·[i] and 
[I j - Reichard's [ll, but since [1] never appears s t'ressed except in a few 
onomatopoetic words, I have used i throughout. /el is '[e] and [e], and, 
/0/ is [~] (as is luI before back velars and pharyngeals) but distribution 
of these allomorphs does not affect the rules given here, so it isinffnitely 
simpler to use the standard key-board symbols. For the same reason, 1 have 
kept Reichard's! for the pharyngeals usually transcribed as1. 

2. Aspect and the Pronominal Systems - Outline 

2.1 There are three aspects built in, as it were, to the Cr. verb -
completive, customary, and continuative -- and each of these three can occur 
both transitively and intransitively. The completive, like most perfectives 
(1 use this term to indicate action completed as opposed to action still going 
on, incomplete, or habitual) in Salish languages, is the unmarked form. The 
customary and continuative are marked by a prefix which indica.tes imperfective 
aspect. This takes the form /?ec-.1 in the cus.tomary and hic-:-'· in the con
tinuative; they are. apparently different for-i,ns .of the same mOrpheme. having 
alte~ating shapes depending on its function' in the constructfo.n:~ . 

. .' . 

2.2 The pronouns of Cr. fall into two main subdivisions; within these 
there are subgroupings of pronouns used for specific purposes. The two 
main systems are the intransitive, including the independent pronouns, the 
intransitive subject pronouns, and the possessive pronouns, an~ the 
transitive, having two sets of almost identical patient agent forms, one 
used with the completive and the other with the customary. (1 have called 
these systems 'transitive' and 'intransitive' because these terms seem best 
to describe their basic uses, even though some aspects of the transitive 
verb make use of the intransitive subject and possessive pronouns.) There 
are also some other forms that 1 feel must be regarded as pronominal, 
even though they fall somewhat outside the regular syste~. These include 
th;a forms used with the imperative, o{;SQ jpdepQQSsBt aemcmstIative pronoUils, 
and three forms that Reichard lists as le~al suffixes: the reflexive, the ~''
reciprocal, and a suffix -ses that turns up in the transitive system in the 
suppletive 2-1P and 2P-IP forms, but also has other uses. 

2 3 Sloat, ~. cit, p.IO. For reasons which will become clear later on, 
'it seems to me to make more sense in the transitive to use the terms 'agent' 
and 'patient' rather than 'subject' and 'object' in most cases. I therefore 
propose to do so from here on. 

2 



".,drai£..... t' 2.2.1. " The independent pronouns are the basis for the forms that are 
\' . ~- - -, ~ - attached to t.~ e verb as intransitive subjecfli'andastransitive objects or 
~<)o;.t~~ patient-markers. They are: 

~C,iti. 1., cine? 'I(am) , lP. clipust 'we (ar~)' 

2. kWuw?e . 'tho;u (art) , ' 2P. kWuplipust 'you· (are) , 
, 

'th~y (are)' 3. cenil 'he/she/it (is) , 3P. cenil-ils 

(It seems immediately evident that in the, first and second persons, a 
separate morpheme can be cut off: singular -e1 or -?e or perhaps even-?e? 
and plural -lipust. I am inclined to think that the latter is twO; 'morphemes, 
as the commonest morphemic shape in Cr. is CVC(C) and it is,seldom'thatone 
finds ,a bisyllabtc stem or suffix that is not a compound, either on the· 
surface or in its underlying form. However , lam unable, even after a , 
thorough search of the list of lexical suffixes and Reichard's later '~Stem 

'List of the Coeur d'Alene Language" to suggest what the meaning of ,these 
suffixes might be. : 'The parts of the independent pronouns used as the 
subjects of intransitive verbs are: 

In the completive aspect, these forms 'are prefixed 'directly to the verb 
stem. In the customary and the contin~tive they precede the aspect 
marker, and in the 1st and 2nd singular ~ombine with it to give a new 
surfaCe' form.' Thus the rules for the formation of the intransitive verb 
could be expressed in this way: 

v . 
Intr. '. AGENT + Aspect + STEM' 

( 
COJllPletive ) 

Aspect· .. ( 
CJJ:Stomary. ) 

( 
,Continuative) 

" Conip~etive 'j)- f/J 

CuS tomary '.' ? ec 

i. ,'/ 

i"." 

. :.' 
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2.2.;i. The possessive pronouns are:: " 

I. 

2. 

hin- 'my' 1P. ~t 'our' 
'1'IA/i d.d.J.J<. 

-€P -in- 'thy, your (sg.)' 2P~ ,'your (pI.) , 
.. 

3~ -s 'his, hers, its' 
(When these pronouns are attached to a noun, the resulting stem may be 
preceded by the subject pronouns to express an idea such as 'I am his 
father' cinpipe?s < cin 'I' - pipe? 'father' ~ 'his/her') 

2.3. In the transitive system, the 'transitive' and 'control' markers 
are suffixed to the verb stem before the pronoun suffixes, which are patient

'age-n:t complexes. The aspect markers are the same as in the intransitive. 

2.3.1. The patient-agent pronoun complexes can be broken down into 
underlying forms for the completive and customary as follows: 

PATIENT AGENT 
Co~letive Customary 

" 1. -s,-\!) -mai) -n ~ M;;:'<;, Jr,..U, ~ ~ 
.~ 1 q-s ":'t r~ o~ If? 

2. -si -mi -x w 

3. 0 -s 

1P. -el -9t 
2P. -ulm -p ) -.xp 

These combine in both aspects with the -t 'control' (l use Carlson '8 term) 
'to 31ve th"e surfacE!rpatient~agentforms~(See Tables I and II). 

2.3.2. The transitive continuative does not use the same patient-agent 
forms as do the other two transitive aspects, but rather goes back to the 
intransitive.system for its pronouns. This is probably explained by the 
fact that, in this aspect, the verb is preceded by the s- 'nominal' ~nd 
thus seems to be regarded as a verbal noun. The intransitive subject form 
is used to express the PATIENT relationships, and the possessive pronoun 
expresses the AGENT. Thus 'I was/am seeing you' comes out something like 
'You(are) my seeing' in our terms. (See Table III for surface forms). 

- 4 -
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3. Aspect and the Pronominal Systems -Detail 

3.1. Completive. The completive, as it is the unmarked aspect, is 
the simplest in construction. In the first and second persons of the 
intransitive, the combining forms of the independent personal pronouns are 
simply attached to the verb: 1. cing"'ic II cin-g"'ic II 'I saw' 2. k"'~p~ek"'n 
/I k"'up-?ek"'un /I 'You said'. The third person agent is unmarked: ·3.g"'ic.. 
'He saw'; although the plural may be indicated by a suffix I-il'i/: .. 
4. n1camils /I ni~-m-ils /I 'they cut (something)'. (The -m in this last 
form will be discussed below). In the transitive forms, the 'transitive' 
and 'control' elements are added before the prono~n suffixes, which are 
patient-agent complexe·s. The transitivizer used't"ith the comp Ie t;f.ve is 

. I-nl, arid it :i.s cotiiinbhty followed by I-t/' which seems tOindica~'e' th'at the 
agent is' in control of his actions ; I do nOt propose to go into the MOrpho
phonemic rules governing ·these forms here (see Appendi~). I shall .there
fore simply giva· the surface:' forms and the Und(irlyi~g f<irins from which I 
believe them to' be' der! ved: .' " J 

5. wi~nc II wis":n,';'t-s II'He built it' (3r.d.patientis u1,lmarked). 

6. t' 8roncex'" II t' ap-n-t-sel-x'" II'yo~' (s··.·) shot me'. 

Eight verbs in the language do not take the transitive marker Inl in the 
completive; for exampl~ Ig"'i~-I 'see':. . 

7. g"'iccin II g"'ic";t-si-n II 'I saw you (5.)'. 

3.2. Customary. The customary, expressing habitual action,.is 
indicated by a prefix '~ec-I. Reichard says that this is not to be confused 
with the prefix j?ec-I 'actual', but there is really little to choose between 
them, semantically or otherwise. The only conceivabie difference is one of 
position; !1ec-/'actual' must precede all other prefixes, but in the only 
examples of it in the data, it is attached directly to the stem. The possible 
subtle differences in meaning can be argued about endlessly, and attempts 
at cross-cultural semantic interpretation usually prove fruitless in the 
final a1,lalys~s... I~ t~e+~fore seems to me. that it would be, b.est . t~ say.tl\at 
there is one l!l9rph Pee-I, i,tidicating.tcustomarY/~ctual act~on orst~~¢. cif. 
being' as opposed to completed action 'on the ,one' hand, and continuirig"action 
(in whatever time continuum) on the other. This prefix appears on the 
surface as P ec;";/",P e-/-vP a/ according to 1;'egtilar morphophonemic rules. 
Briefly, l:he full PVc-I forms are.'. found 'before minus-coronal conson~n:tfiJ, 
that is to say ; before bilabials,. velers, back velars, laryngeals and ": . 
pharyngeals.The P v-I forms occ:urbefore dental~~rid alveolars. The '. 
vowel leI backs 'and lowers to la("when'libere i'~ one 'ofthe so-called . 
, faucalizing • consonants, 'that is to say ,one' b£ the back velars or ·r .. 

phatyngeals, o'r a low vow~l in tne root; itdisapp'ears if It is.preceqed 
by a 'high vowel :f:.n the 'prortoun marker. . . ..' . 

3.2.1. The intransi'.ive forms of this aspect use the same pronominal 
markers as did the completive: 

.5 



8. clo?cxest Ilcin-?ec-xes-tll 'I am cust. good'. 

9 •. ?ecgWic 1/ ?ec-g"'ic /1 'He cust. sees'. 
t . 

10. c.eni~~m !/c- vec-ni~-m 1/ 'We cust. cut (something)' 

11. \J , • t "," I k up at at apscent / 
, " . . 

kWup-'?ec-t at ap-scentl I You (pI.) 
shoot(people)'. 

Sometimes it disappears altogether except for the glottal stop: 
v ?' "," , 12. dn t apscent II cin~?ec-t ap-scent /1 'I cust. shoot'. 
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cust. 

3.2.2. The transitive customary uses almost the same patient-agent 
pronoun complexes as does the completive; the first and second person 
singular patient-markers that had an initial Is/ have an initial Iml in this 
aspect, and the transitive marker is lsI rather than Inl even for those 
verbs that lacked In/ in the completive: ' 

13. ?ecgW{cstmin 1/ ?ec-g"'ic-s-t-mi-n // 'I cust. see you (s.)'. 
14. ?ec?ek\J~tmes / I? 'ec-Lek"'un-s-t-mel-s 1/ 'He ~ust. says to me' • , t 

15. ?entcstx\J // ?ec-nic-s-t-xW /1 'You (s. ) cust. cut it'. 

" , 

3.3. It is these 'transitive' and 'control' markers, and particu-
larly the latter, that I believe caused Reichard to posit an unnecessarily 
complicated pronoun system. She gives -c as a 'completive' marker, and 
-stm as 'customary'. However, this analysis creates several problems: 

3.3.1. It cannot account for the disappearance of the -m in the forms 
other than those having first and second singular patient-markers; if the 
~ is part of the patient-marker, this difficulty is obviated, and only 
the -st remains. When the customary is compared with the completive (we 
can regard -c as -ts ,which is how it appears in the data, it becomes 
obvious that the -t must be fQ~ctioning as a marker of some sort, and 
a further comparison with Spokane shows this to be a probabl hypothesis. 
This leaves the -s of -stm to be accounted for. Since she has already 
remarked on the -n 'transitive' of the completive, and since Spokane has 
a transitive paradigm where -n is replaced by -s, it is surely logical 
to assume that the -8 in Cr.--orms indicates something that we might 
temporarily call 'transitive-customary'. Thus we can say that the 
customary is formed as ?ec-ST~-s 'transitive' -t 'control' - PATIENT
AGENT. 

3.3.2. The problem of Reichard's -c marker is even more intereSting. 
If we go beyond the surface -c and break it down into its component phones, 
we at once see that we have the -t occurring throughout the entire paradigm. 

6 
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as it tid in the customary; we know that in most verbs the completive 
requiresthe -n 'transitive' immediately after the stem. Tnusthe 
completive begins to look remarkably sim11arin construction to the 
customary, and indeed we find that we can establish the fo1iowing rUles 
for fOrming these two aspects of transitive verbs: 

VTr• Aspect + STEM + Transitive + Control + PATIENT + AGENT 

Transitive + n in completive; s in customary 

Control'" t 

The underlying patient-agent pr6nouns combine with -t 'control' to make 
the fQ110wingsurface forms: 

1-2 

1-3 

l-2P 

2-1 

2-3 

2-1P' 

3-1 

3-2 

. . 

Completive rU8tomary 

-can IIt-si-nll: . -tmin /It-mi-n! ( 
(The unstressed vowel is reduced to lal before In/) 

-an .'/t-nll -an lit-nIl 
(epcothetic lal occurs before:/nl if no other"vowel is 

~tulman 

-cexW Ilt-se1-xw II 

-tx W 

( w· "V) k u ••• ses 

-ces Ilt-se1-sI1 

... cis 

-tu1man 

-tx W 

(kW . '''c'') u •• · .. s s 

-tmes Ilt-me1-sI1 

-trnis 

present) 

3-3 -c -tus (might not this be ·/tas/?) 
.. j.' . (Why the customary should have a vowel between!. and .!. I do not 

~ ... lP 

3-2P 

1P-2 

1P-3 

1P-2P 

.2P-3·:~.; 

2P-lP 

know) 

"';'tel1s 

-tulmis 

-cit Ilt-si-met.//.' 

-tmet 

-tu1mit Ilt-ulm-metll 

-tp 

( W " "') k up ••• ses 

-tel1s 

-tulm1s 

-tmj,t. I It~np.-metl I 

-tmet 

-tu1mit 

7 -
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(It would, of course, have to be noted in the lexicon that there are eig~t 
ve~bs tha~ are minus the -n 'transitive' rule; these verbs do however ta~e 
the ~s 'customary'.) For typical surface forms of these aspect systems. 
see Tables I and II. . 

3.4. Continuative. The continuative is the most complicated of the 
three"bui1t-in" aspects of Coeur d'Alene. Not only does the prefix have 
various surface forms, but the, pronominal sys tem used is different. As 
the continuative is apparently r~garded as a verbal noun, it requires the 
s- 'nominal' prefix, to be attached to the root, although this marker does 
not clearly appear in the surface forms. It would seem that [?its-] + 
[~+I?ic-I by a cluster simplification rule that holds for all geminate 
consonants., The same rules regarding the 1Qss of Icl apply to I?ic-I as 
to I?ec-I. 

3.4.1. The intransitive continuative again uses the combining forms 
of the independent pronouns: 

16. ~i ?cg"'{c /lcin- ?ic-s-g"'ic/l 'I am/w,as selling' . 

17. k"'uyc~k"'Un Ilk"'u-'ic-s-?ek"'unll 'You (s.) are/were saying' 
" .;,", 

18. ?ic?acqe? l?ic-s-'atsqe?11 'He is going out' , , 
19. ~i?n{cam~ Ilcin-?ic-s-nic-mell 'I am cutting (something) 

20. ci?t'apscent Ilcin-?ic-s-t·ap-s~e~tli 'I am shooting' 

3.4.2. There is an apparently separate form I?is-I that occurs with 
verbs of sound, accompanied by the suffix l-i'tJI (cf. Spokane I-it 'contin
uative'). But it is interesting that all these roots begin with either a 
glotta1ized obstruent or with Ih/, the glottal frica'tive. Were it not for 
the verb It'ap-I 'shoot' where the Icl of 11ic-1 disappears as it normally 
should before a p1us~corona1 obstruent (see 3.2. above), we could say that 
the form' /1is-1 was I/?ic-II changed by a morphophonemic rule ipvo1ving 
glotta1ized obstruents and Ih/; as it is we shall have to leave it 
unexplained for the present: 

21. ?ish~R"'eRYis II?ic (?)-heR"'eRw-isll'He is growling' 

22. ?isp~'pugYus II?ic (?) -pe'pegW-isll 'It is echoing' (note vowel 
assimilation) , , , 

23. ?iscatcatis II ?ic (?)- catcat-i~ II 'It is ticking' 

24. ?ist'i1t'ili~ 1/ ?ic (?)-t'ilt'i1-i~ 1/ "It makes a 'tearing sound' 

3.4.3. The *-transitive continuative is probably the most complicated 
aspect of the whole verbal system. Since the stem is a verbal noun, there 
is no transitive marker as such, but rather an Iml which apparently corr
esponds to the -m "middle' ,of Spokane. An ':'m appears again iii some form 

- 8 -
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of the transitive passive, in the intentional, and in some intran~itive 
verbs that seem to require completion by a "psychological object" (although 
this is ..oms in the continuative), for example ni?(!2 'cut' (something) with 
a blade'.--Reichard interprets this -m as a Causative, but 1 am more 
inclined to equate it with Carlson's~m 'middle' (except possibly where 
it fulfills the object-completion function): 

Bases may also take a suffix ~ which seems to indicate that . 
the pronoun referent is not only princiFally involved in the . 
predication ••• but is in some deeper sense involved and 
affected. In other words, there seems to be m~t;e emphasis on 
direct participation than in the other forms.' . 

. , 
The agent in the transitive continuative is expressed by th~ possessive 
affixes, and the patient by the forms used for the intransitive subjects: 

25. kWitgW{(!am //kWu-hin-'ic-s-gWic-m// (you-my-CONT.-NOM.
see-MIDOLE) '1 am/was 
seeing you (s). ' 

26. ?ihrl~ /h.c-s-hiid-ml/ 'He is/was cutting it' 
, W 

27. kWuy~ ekurgmet //kWu-1ic-s-? ekwun-m-met // (Yflu-CONT .-NOM.
. tell";'MID. -our) 

'We are/were telling you (pI)' 
We can now make a rule for the formation of the continuative: . 

v .. PATIENT +Aspect + Nominal + STEM'+ Middle + AGENT 

Nominal· s-

Midc:lle.. -m 

We can then account for the first and second person singular forms where 
tqe agent precedes the aspect-marker ·by a simple transfonuational rule: 

*T . PATIENT;... Aspect Nominal - STEM~ ,Middle - AGENT 
Number·' . 

S.1. : 1 2 3 4 5 6 

s.c.: 1 6 2 3 4 5 

*1f AGENT is first or second person singular. 

The derivation of the continuative:pronouns is complicated by the aspect 
marker; for surface forms of this paradigm see Table III. 

4 Barry.Carlson, A Grammar of Spokan, Working Papers in'Linguistics, 
Utiversity of Hawaii, 1972, p.75 
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TABLE I 

SJ'J.1PLE PARADIGM OF TRANSITIVE ACfIVE ro.fPLETIVE 

3P 21' __ . __ 
IP ---- -. ""-1 3 _._ .. ____ .-;,.,-;; __ ... ___ '" , ~ 

2 ---------··~X I ".!"'-en-ils . "1 - , ,~ t-u- r n"" Pll.TIEIl!.~~_-:;-._ I mc-~_: _ 
AGENT '.'" /' .' I In:..n , _. ~./ • , "~!-an 1>(-- .... , " / ,,. a-cm m V _ .. _ .... _ / " 

,X.., n1\,;·;J -------.. --+---. ,/ : '!-an-t-x-1 ./' ...... ····t ----.-------;; -"'- :" ,.I. _ • ... [.m . iH ~--'--- ~ ./ I.. "i (k u-:me /, , ... 
-......./. , -. (!-""-t-x I ~e~), / * ____ _ 

• " .:.~, m I .. _.¥ ___ . ___ .. _ i 
2 ni~-en-cex .... / ""~! . ....i

l
···· . I '~-on-t- i. 'nihn-~~ 

/... . . '~-an-t: IT'm ulmis " 

n1 ell.s I __ ~ ___ ~ .. 
, 

"ii:i.C -.>n-ces . ~. , . I' ... ' - nie -on-C1S ~ ll],C -en-c 3 

I __ . __ . __ ~ __ _ 
-''';---'--1 . , --- .- .--- - --- i "'c.~n-t-~. -----.-''''--;->1--'·01 't ni~-e.n -t-met1' . /.~, I. ~l"-~': 

"-. /' 'n~<-""-C1 ... ~_. __ _ .~. '--''''''-- ·:::::"-----------·--1· X -"ni~-en-~-~ /' '. ... .... • 115 . -.---,...-. I .", I 

" l' "ses) I ",.~_,. __ . __ ,_. _____ ._ / '-, I ~ -.----.+~.... "'1 --___ ~c:~··~~~· ... -- --- ·~"".l·.----- .. -.... -.... __ .. ,-------

2P 

IP 

3B II . m~-en-ces- 1:' n1~-en-cis-1 . ·nlt-en-c-ilsj. B:i~-en-t-
ils I ils elis-il 

ni~-an-t
ulmis-il 

ni~-en-c
ils(ils1) 

Q\ 
\0 



TABLE II 

SA\1PLE PARADIGr'! OF TRANSITIVE AcrIVE aJSTOMARY 

~PATIENT 1 2 3 1P 2P 3P 
AGENT ...... - -.:''- --------- ... ~;:71-··---·-·----·-1-------1-----·- ---.--.~~ >7J-------· ...... · .. --.-. --... -- ..... -... _-.-. -' .... -.. --- -----1 IX'-- j I :"x''/ I w·v : W· i ./ \.,. w., 

1 I ?ec-g lC-S-~- ~ ?ec-g 1c-s-an i I ?ec-g 1C-S-t- ec-g.1c-s-en-! ___ ~......... I lll1Il i I ulm<m 11$ ; 1-.--------._----_ .... 'K. ---.---.-- ........ -. -"-' --- ----- ....... ...... -_.-_.L-... _~~ -I 
, '" I .,,/ I 

I // ! , /,/ I I 
i~//: ! ! ~./. 

? w·v I X ' ? w·~ , (k',J? W''l! I! /'''< I ? ~I' I 2 I ec-g lC-S-t- j ." I ec-g l~-S-t- i u c-g 1~- / ' 'ec-g 1C-S-t- t 

~ __ m":~___IL~ ___ '::>+__ _~: __ --t-~:~~---v---"'I--X":-j~!-I 
, I • I I I • : ; i! I I 

3 i ?ec-gWic-s-t- ! ?ec-gWic-s-t- i?ec-gWic-s-c i ?ec-gWic-s-t- I ?ec-gWic-s-t- i ?ec-gYic-s-t- i 
I mes i n'is i i e1is I ulmis I ilS I 
I' ,t I ' i~' --- -- ----~~;.-;'+------·--·---··--i--.. --·-----~ ------;:;;: --.. -.. i . ------.---, 

I ./ I ! ," // I ' ! , /'. W· , w·v . "-.. ' w • ..,· w. . 1P I .. X I ?ec-g lC:S-t- I ?ec-g 1C-S-t- ! ./X-... ?ec-g 1C-S:t- ! ?ec-g l~-~-t- I 
i // ~-... ! nut I met i / ulmit I met-lIs ' 

11:.:.-=--------------.'.:c:l------.---.- .--------)_._ .. _. -._. -.----... --.~------. /,1 ------1 
i "'--....'" / i : '"', /' i II 

; i -""""'/1 ! '-,/' 1 
2P '1 ? w,~ I "-..? 14'" i (kW ? ""'l! ~ , ? 1,1·", t! ec-g l~-S-t- ; "'-- I ec-g 1C-s-t-p; up.., ec-g 1~- /'--., i ec-g l~-S- - I 

/
1 __ - melP ; __ --~---------i-~esL_- _1-'1L_~1 

I !. i I : W· w.! W. I W. w.· w • .., 
3P ; ?ec-g lC:S-t- ! ?ec-g.lc:S:t- I ?ec-g 1~-~-C- ! ?ec-g 7c-~-E- ?ec-g 7c-~-E- I ?ec:g lC-~-:-

I mes-l1s 1 .. __ ~S-l1s! 11s l ells-lIs I U]lnlS-l1s! lIs (-lIs) ! 

.... 
o 



TABLE III 

SArtfPLB PARADIG1 OF TRANSITIVE ACl'IVE CDNl'INUATIVB 

PATIENT 1 2 3 :, IP 2P 3P 
~-.-.-.-. --.. - .. -."/'i------ ~----- .. -----,-

1 'I ""';x::// I. kWi?c-gWi~-OOl : hi?c-g"'ic-gm i ~~.///./ I kWupi?c-g"'ic- b.· i?c-g"'ic-am-
//- ''''.,.,.,. i ; j /' ~II 001· i iis 

'/ ··.f I !./" I r-----'- .. -.. -----~- --- . -----·----k::----·l . 
; I· " ,- " ! I '- //1 
! " ,/ I ; ~"'/l 2 l~in?i?c-gWi~- j' '><:: !?i?c-g"'ic.;m l(k\~u?c-gWic-se .>, ?i?c-gWic-am-,..- "..' I' ./ '. I ..... 

I I J 
!c?i~-g~~ll~,en,:,s : k"'up-?ic-gWic?: _ 

: ! om-s; ! . I em-s L ils i ;-" .--__ ..... ~ ____ ._~ __ ~+ __ .. ____ .. _. ___ ._. ___ .J..~ ... __ ... __ • ~ __ ._ .. _. __ ~.;... ___ • _____ .______ _ __ .... ____ ._ •• ___ 

IP i ""':x ,//// ! kWuy?c-gWic- l?iC-gYic-~et I "'y//'" ! k"'up-?iC-g"'i~~ ?ic-g"'ic-OOlet 
i .. / "-.._, omet I . ! ... / '-.',.! OOlet ! ils ,./' ' . ./ '. + I j,-/ " , ! ... / '-'1---""" -. -..... --.. -... -.- .. :::~-.- .. ---- ·----·-·-····-·~· ... :t· .--- .... -... --. -'------''''''1'''.'''''- .. -.. ---.-,.----- -~----·-·'--· .. 7· ... -· .. ·-·--·-.. ·-· .. ---.. · 
I "-.., ./. ! j "'-.. / I 

2P Iy:·?· ",.y: "-.." I?' ",.y: '(kW ?' ",.v 1 ......./ I?' ",.y: \,;1 1C-g l\,;-antp I '><' 1C-g l\,;-otnp I up 1C-g 1C- I '. :' I 1C-g l\,;-QIIlP-

1///' """'''_ i ! ses I ... /"/"'·"-.."'! ils -..... -.-- .... -... -.--.. --t::----~-----+. --r '4 ---1·1 
I ! I ! 

3P Iy:·? w·y: k"'? ",.y: ? ",.y: ! y:? ",.y: I kW ? ",.y:I? ",.y: \,;1 c-g l\,;-Oms- uy c-g 1\';- 1C-g l\,;-oms- I~ 1C-g 1\';-00lS-1 Up- 1C-g l\,;T 1C-g l\,;-ams-
, iis I ams-ils iis 1 ilSI ans-ils l ils (-ils) .. J 

3 

..... .... 
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3.5~: The Passive. The passive forms are based on; those of the 
active, but· the patient market is used where in the English gloss we 
would use the subjective pronoun. As far as meaning goes, this would 
aaem eminently sensible and logical, as the grammatical subject of the 
passive is indeed the object or patient undergoing the action. 

3.5.1. The passive marker for the completive and customary is -m in 
the first and third persons singular and -it elsewhere; there is no-
apparent phonological conditioning. In the continuative it is -m through
out. Perhaps in view of the close personal involvement of the patient! 
subject in the passive, it would be better to call this -m morpheme 'middle' 
also, and possibly the -it forms in the other aspects as-Wel1. In all 
aspects, the agent-markers are delet'ed in the passive (or middle); -', 
apparently~ one.cannot say in Cr. 'I was seen by you' except as 'you saw 
me' ~ . JThe completive and customary therefore use the 'patient' part of 
the patie~t-agent form as the subject of the passive, followed by the, 
passive marker where the agent would normally occur. The continuative 
again uses the intransitive subject pronouns as the patient-marker ! 

(grammatical subject) of the passive. The passive forms can thus be 
derived from the!active by another transrormational rule: 

STEM - Transitive Control PATIENT - AGENT 

S.I. 1 2 '3 6 
- ; 

-." ~ 

S.C.:: 1 .. r.'~ 3 

4 

4 

5 

5 " Middle 

where 'Aspect' • Completi~"or Customary 

2. 

S.I. 

PATIENT - Alpeet'- Nominal - STEM - Middle 
1 2 -.'" 3',- - 4 5 

- AGENT 

6 

1 " 2 ' "3 4' 5 " S.C'~ ... . 
where:~ ~pect ' =Cont1nuative 

The surface forms of the passive then appear as follows (stem ni c -): 

Completive Customary.. Continuative 

1. nilnceln ?eni!stmelom ci?ni!~n 
2. nitAlcit ?eni~tmit k"'uy?ni~r)Jn 
3. ni~:mtGm ?enibtam?init'1ll ' 

IP. ni~311telit .. ?oni~telit ' ~?ini~;n .. 
2p. ~btuL"1i.t ?;nicstuL'nit I<"''-!P?inic~:m' 

or' 

." ,3.5.2. Obviously, in order to apply any of the phrase structure rules 
for the, formation of transitive verbs in active Ol" passive, it is going" 
to be necessary to distinguishsomebow just which 'set of patient-,agent forms 
is being referred t.o. The mOst obvious method of doing this wo~ld -be by 
copying the aspect feature on to the patient-agent,mark~rs, and,specifying 
in the lexicon the selectional restrictions, for each set of pronominal forms. 

10 



The aspect will also have to be ~opied on to the 'transitive' P-marker 
before the correct suffix can be selected. Thus the intemal structure, 
of a verb like ?ecgWicstmin might be diagrammed like this (the simplest 
'sentences' in Cr. consist solely of a verb complex): ' ' 

Con rol 
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(+~r I gWil!-

jfCus tOll)8ry] 

r 

, PP,ONOUN 

/~ 
Patient Agent 

I s 
I 

t 

[+IIS] [+IS] 
[+custo~]tcU8tomary] 

~ h 
4. Other Pronominal FormS 

4.1. Imperative. ,The intransitive imperative is formed by suffix-
ing -8 in the second singular and -ul in the ,second plural; e.g. 

28. xWu1t't'~~'l' -',:" ' .' 
29. xWuyul' (you all) go! ""','; ,t;; . ' 

Th~se forms are also used if the verb has an indefinite or psychological 
" ;' ; object completion expressed by -m, or if the ob~ect is known but not~ 

apparently, openly referred to,expressed by 2ic or :lee: , -- - .... 

',,': 30. p1.Jlut3llul ,,' (you all) kill (something) ,(somebody)' 

31. U!X Wuyea t take back the thing t • 
" 

It is 1nteresti~g that in the transitive, the'v'same ,forms appear, but only 
with some obj~cts. The transitive imperative_prono~ that Reichard gives 
are: 

2-1 -c 
2 .... 3 ~t 

'2-1P '-ses.s 

. ," :" '. . ' 

" 
2P-1 -c-el 
2P-3,: ___ -t-ul' .., 
2P-1P;, ..,.., s 

-, ~~s- ul 
-4JiJ(~ ~-1 • 

. ~·I· 

As no examplet",t.re given, it is rather difficult to figure out e~c~ly 
what is happe~ing here. The -el of the,2P-l looks remarkably :likef~e , 
-se1 and ..elof the completive an d customary; in fact, if dne aS~_s :: 
the -t 'control' to be present in this form and in 2-1, 2-3, and 2P~3, 
thenthe'object is obviously the same -sel,-which has absorbed the impera
tive suffix; I wouidpoSit a derivation along the lines of t-se1--u!>, 
t-se1-1 > t-sel> ce1.The lack of a third person object pronoun' in the 
2P-3 form is perfectly regular. Unfortunately, the singular forms ,have 
me baffled. I would expect surface forms of -cee and possibly -c arising 
'from t+&e1-' > t-se-r> -cer, and t-i'>!.' Such obViously, is notthe case. 
The only other thipgto nolt-ice in this set is the fact that the same form 
can be used for 2~lP;;,nd 2P-1P; there is no indication that -ul might be 
commonet;hthan or preferable to -s for 2P-1P, as one would deduce from the 
intransitive paradigm. --

11 -
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4.2. Reflexive, reciorocal, and -s-a5'. Reichard lists these three .. , . --
forms as lepcal suffixes, and as they are sometimes used on nouns, this 
in,terpretation might reasonably be argued for. However,the fact that 
they also occur as verbal suffixes makes me inclined to feel that they 
should be ~ncluded in a discussion of pronouns, even if only because we 
regard the ideas that these forms represent as pronominal in English. 

,4.2.1. Reflexive. Reichard gives the reflexive pronoun (or lexical 
suffix) as -cut, but 1 feel that this is actual~-t 'control' +But; 
Spokane has-a-reflexive -sut that follows the 'control' marker of trans
itive verbs, and judging~Reichard's examples, the same is probably 
true of Cr. (1 give her glosses): 

32. ltWl,ll '-on-cut-an, 'God' (k"'ul' , 

33. tlJUl -can-cut, 'cook I (~Wul ' , 

'create'; -an, 'the one who') 

'make'; -cin, 'mouth') 

She does say that the reflexive is usually preceded by the "transitivizer 
=.si!,", but even so, 1 feel the forms should be further broken down: , 

/ /k '"'ul ?+Il+t+sut+n/ / '", ? k ul "bcutfb 

,) /'J."'ul ?+ts ~n+t+sut// ll"'ul ?cencut 

Unfortunately, all Reichard's verbal examples of the reflexive and the 
reciprocal are in the third person, so it is impossible to say from the 
data alone what their position would be in relation to, the other pronouns. 
However; Cadson says that pronominal reference with reflexives is handled 
by the i~transitive pronouns, and gives the example ~an palscut 'I killed 
myself/-;., As there is no marked third person subject in the intransitive, 
there is no need to revise the analysis of Reichard's examples on that 
basis. 

4.2.2. Reciprocal. RiHchard gives ther~ciprocal as -twir!/_ -twe~; 
partly on the analogy of -sut preceded by -t 'control', and partly 
because the Spokane reciprocal is -we?x"', 10ffer the suggestion that 
the' Cr. reciprocal form is -wi?§ __ we?§. Again, her examples are in the 
third person, but it is obvious that a reciprocal requires a plural 
subject pronoun, which indeed is what Carlson says.6 

4.2.3. -5'e5'.' 'I include this form in the pronouns because it appears 
throughout the paradigms as the patient-marker in the 2-lP and 2P~IP'slots. 
Reichard lists a lexical suffix -sis ~ses --ses glossed as 'something 
for s.omeone'. Ordinarily, it can be used as ---anindefinite pronoun to 
complete the meaning of an intransitive verb, or it can be used transit
ively to mean 'for someone' -- a sort of benefactive? She goes on to say, 
"I believe that, for some undiscernible reason, this suffix was taken 

5 

6 
Carlson, ~. cit. p. 94 

Ibid., P .95 
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over for the pronominal completives 2-lP and 2P-lP where the forms for the 
completive and customary ••• have no correspondence to any Coeur d'Alene 
system." 7 According to her own paradigms given at the end of the gra_t~ 
these suppletive forms occur not only in the completive and customary, but 
in all three aspects of the transitive·system. No more than she, can I· 
offer any explanation for this strange adoption, unless on semantic 
grounds. Could it be that a statement such as 'You ••• us' (supply any 
transitive verb) has a somewhat accusatory ring? . Then perhaps the reason 
for taking over an indefinite.·benefactive could be a matter of diplomacy; 
or perhaps it is felt that 'we Lis in itself vague -- does it include the'· 
hearer or not (though with a second person subject, that is unlikely)? ,. 
This peculiarity does not seem to have a counterpart in Spokane, so compar
ison is to no avail here. For the moment, we shall simply have to accept 
the tr~risitive forms with ~se~ as suppletive. . 

5. Summary 

5.1. . I do not pretend in this paper to present an analysis of the. 
Cr. verb system, but because the Cr~ pronouns and aspect markers are bound 
to verbal forms, it has been necessary to attempt to formalize a few of 
the phrase-structure rules and transformations that rllightapply in the 
language: 

1. VIntr •• AGENT + ,~~ect + STEM . . 

VTransI: Aspect+S~ + Transitive + Control+ PATIENT + AGENT 2. 

V • TransII: PATIENT + Aspect + Nominal+ 8'IIM + Middle + AGENT 

These last two might be condensed into one rule: 

3. 

4. 

5. 

VTta • Aspect +(Nominal+) STEM + (Transitive +)(Colltrol+)PATIENT. 
ns . . . . AGENT 

Condition: 'Nominal' cannotco-occur with 'Transitive 'and 'Control' 

As ect • (CeJJPletive ) 
p (Customary) 

(Continuative) 
Transitive .·u for Completive -s for Customary 

6. Control .-t 
7. Middle .( -m,' -·it)' 

(There will have to be someway of specifying,probablyinthe lexicon, 
which form must be selected). 

8. No.mina1 .. s...:,: 
9. Completive·. . f/J 

10. Cus tomary • ?ec-

7 Reichard, Coeur d'Alene, p.626 
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11. Completive + ?1c-

5.2. The main transformations needed will be two for person in the 
continuative and one for the formation of the passive/middle. In generating 
surface forms, T-passive'should probably precede T-per~on: 

T Passive: X PATIENT AGENT 

S.I. 1 2 3 
s.c. 1 2 (/J Middle 

T I: ?ic X - PATIENT - AGENT 
Person 
S.I. 1 2 3 4 ..... 
s.c. 3 1 2 4 

Condition: AGENT :f:. 1st or 2nd person singular 
.' 

T II: i " PATIENT ?ic X AGENT -Person 
s. I- 1 2 3 4 
s.c. 1 4 2 ,3 

Condition: AGENT = 1st or 2nd person singular 

5.3. The surface forms of the personal pronouns that are affixed to 
verbs may be summarized as follows: 

I. Intransitive Prono~ns. 

A. Subject (derived from Independent Pronouns): 
v 

1. cin-

2. kWu_ 

3. 

v 
lP. c 

2P. kWup_ 

3P. • •• (-ils) 

(used also as patient-marker in continuative) 

B. Possessive: 

l. hin- lP. -met 

2. in- 2P. -mp 

3. -s 

(used also as agent-marker in continuative) 

II. Transitive Pronouns 

~TIENT 1 I 2 3P 

AGENT .--=-:-_~==1P'---r~CUS~T~~~~L 

1 

3 LlP '2P 

~:-I --'--'-:::~7- -----r--_ an--il-s--.-- -man 
2 ----sexv -' -xwill 

3 -ses -5 -si1s 
1P --~....::.:::::::-'''-'- '--+---m-e-t-r~---=I------+-metils 

2P I-=- -:.~lp .""""-_,-=-Io=----+----,~-. --P-.-!.l""" .. _:;;;..._-,-_-_-".,::::. .. ~-----:::=oI-_-p-i-1S-' 

-14-
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III. Other Pronominal Forms~ 

A. 1. Reflexive: -sut 

2. Reciprocal: -wes ... -wis 
B. Inlperative 

1- Intransitive: 2 -t 2P. -ul 

2. Transitive: 2-1 -c 2P.-l -eel 

2-3 -t 2P.-3 -tul 

2-1P -"Se1;."S 2P.-IP -~e~ 
('! ) 
(ul) 

. r 

5.4. It seems to me that this analysis shows that the pronotiUs'qf 
Coeur d' Alene are closer to those of other Eastern In'terior Salish li:!.nguages, 
and to Spokane in particular, than might be suspect~d fr~1li a fir,s,t.lobk. at 
the data. . .. , 

15 
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APPENDIX 

Ordered Morphophonemic Rules 

1. h 4 _'. (non-initial h-de1etion) 

2. u ~r/JlC [+labialized] V (rotmding roouction) 

3. v ,(+lowl .;> [+higb ,itr:~::ckl ]C ',(vowel hannony) r +.,Ugl -
4. e ~ ~ when the vowel of the preceding syllable is strong and followed 

by a nasal consonant (e-reduction) 

5. n "r/J/ ~ 'nominal' and ?ic - [?its-] (n-de1etion) 

6. 1 ~/ -(s 1 (I-deletion) 
(x w ) 

7. t 'w/J/ -n 

8. m ~/ -t 

9. C1 C2 ~ Cl if C1 
. ? 

10. ?l ~ y IV 

11. Y -c> ~/i _ 
12. t +s ~c 

13. CC [+nasal] ;.. Cj: 

( t-de1etion) 

(m-deletion) 

:: C2 (clustGr simplification) 

(glide formation) 

(hormorganic glide deletion) 

( affrication) 

[+nasal] (schwa-insertion) 

Some sample derivations will j llustrate the application of these rules 

3-1 Canpletive / /STEN-I- n +t +sel+ s / / 

n+t+se+s 

..• n + ce+ s 

( 1-del etion) 

( affrication) 

• .. Gnces (shwa ins ertion) 

lP- 2P Completive IISTEM + n + t + u1m + met / / 

n + t + ulm + mit (vmve1 hannony) 

n +t + ulm +i t (cluster simplification) 

(shwa insertion) 
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1-2 Continuative // kl.Ju Thin +?its+ s +STEM +m / / 

kWu Tin +?its +5 ••• (non-initial h-deletion) 

k'" Tin +?its + 5 • •• (ro1Dlding reduction) 

kW +i + ?its + s (n-deletion) 

kW +i + ?its (cluster spnplification) 

k\ol +i + Yts. (glide fonnation) 

kW +i + ? +ts (homorganic glide deletion) 

kWi?c (affrication) 
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